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Introduction



Overview of the day
● Week 1 reading reflection discussion
● Legalities
● Ethical definitions and framing
● Informed Consent
● Dinner break (15 min)
● Privacy expectations and violations
● Coffee break (15 min)
● Differential privacy in theory and practice
● Week 2 homework review
● Conclusion



Quick project update



Reading reflections



Erin Orbits
Data science and its relationship to big data and data-driven decision making

Q: Why do the authors believe academia holds the key to providing a definitive 
definition of the "field" of data science?



Todd Schultz
Data science and its relationship to big data and data-driven decision making

Q: How do people interviewing for ‘data science’ jobs cope with the short-sighted 
requirements from companies about particular technologies that are likely to be 
outdated soon with a desire to build a solid foundation knowledge and expertise that 
can transcend any one technology?



Rex Thompson
Data science and its relationship to big data and data-driven decision making

Q: Where does “human-centered” fit into data science that doesn’t seem to be 
related to humans at all (e.g. earth science data)?



Sean Miller
Data science and its relationship to big data and data-driven decision making

Q: how would one properly add human-centered practices within the scope of Agile 
development?



Samir Patel
Aragon et. al Human Centered Data Science (paper + video)

Q: Given the interdependence of humans on data (or data science) and vice versa, 
what steps does a company or organization take (outside of updating an algorithm) 
to improve their tools in respect to dynamic human behaviors?

For example, social media news feeds tailored to a user’s “likes” and creating 
echo-chambers that a user no longer desires.  What would be appropriate 
human-centered considerations from companies like Facebook and Twitter beyond 
an algorithm tweak?



Legalities



How not to get sued to death
● As well as ethical expectations, your work also has legal restrictions
● Copyright:

○ Applicable to sharing, reuse, scraping
○ Digital Millennium Copyright Act
○ Thanks Metallica!

● Exceptions:
○ “Fair Use”
○ Only format can be copyrighted

● Still probably best not to risk it



How not to get sued to death, pt.2
● Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

○ ToS: not just an ugly form!
○ Scraping/breaching experiments

● “Wire fraud”
○ Aaron Swartz

● Non-US context:
○ Computer Misuse Act 1990
○ Criminal Code Section 430

● Mostly not worth the risk



Framing Ethics



Framing
● This class is fundamentally political
● There will be inhumane examples
● Shout out if you disagree or have a comment



Defining “ethics”
● Ethics is a system of rules and principles that define “moral” conduct
● This is distinct from “morality”
● Case study: violence and non-violence.

○ Discuss



Defining “harm”
● As scientists we have a duty to avoid harm to our research subjects
● Various types - physical, social, psychological
● Harm is contextual

○ Publishing sexuality or gender
○ Reporting on recreational activities

● Sometimes the risk of harm is outweighed by the benefits of the research
○ Look at drug trials!
○ “Live” UI tests (sometimes! Contextual again)



What do we mean by “statistics”?
● “the collection, analysis, interpretation, presentation, and organization of data”
● Crucially: ...for application to real problems/populations
● The use of statistical models and samples as an abstraction from reality
● Problems with this:

○ Abstraction isn’t absolute
○ Abstraction is dangerous



Example



Tuskegee Syphilis Study

● 400 African-American men who had syphilis
● Monitored to see the disease results
● Intentionally not treated, even after treatments became available
● Not told what disease they had
● 128 deaths, 40 sex-related transmissions of the disease
● 19 children born with congenital syphilis



Problems

● Informed consent, sure
● Medical malpractice, absolutely
● The reliance on abstraction:

○ The scientists acted in ignorance of or aware of their racism
○ The scientists fell into treating their research subjects as “just data”



The Belmont Report

● Report on research ethics following Tuskegee
● Introduced the concept of “informed consent”
● Aimed primarily at medical research

○ ‘one size fits all’
○ No SocSci focus
○ But hey! Informed Consent



Informed Consent

● Informed consent is getting permission from your research subjects before you 
perform an experiment

● To be valid this requires:
○ Ensuring the subject has all the information necessary to understand what 

the study involves and its likely consequences
○ Ensuring the subject is capable of understanding this information
○ Ensuring the subject is free to consent

● One exception: when benefits of ‘covert’ study outweigh harm
● “Disclosure, capacity, voluntariness”



Disclosure and Capacity Problems

● How well can the research subject see the downstream consequences of their 
participation?

● The internet is a complex place and most people (including practitioners) don’t 
understand it well

● What makes sense to techies may not make sense to lay participants



Editing Wikipedia



Editing Wikipedia

● Anonymous editing means your IP address is visible
● Sure, you accepted the terms of use - but did you actually read them?
● Do you understand what I can do with an IP address?

○ I can find out your religion
○ I can find out where you live or work.



Voluntariness problems

● What does voluntary mean in private-public spaces?
○ Choice
○ Power dynamics
○ Cost

● Traditional spaces: public utilities
● Technological spaces: Akamai, Comcast, AT&T, etc



Case Study: Facebook

● Facebook ran an experiment to alter the positivity or negativity of users’ feeds
● Wanted to see if this would impact user mood
● Did not require user consent



Facebook ethical problems

● Disclosure/capacity - who thinks about being gaslit by their computer?
● Voluntariness - what is the cost of dropping out of Facebook?



Fixing informed consent

● Just..use informed consent
● Experiment participants must:

○ Be asked to participate, separately from their service participation
○ Have possible downstream consequences explained
○ Not be penalised for saying no

● Not everything needs reinventing for online



Group activity
15 minutes, 4-5 people per group



Exceptions to informed consent in 
ethical data science

● Brainstorm with your group a realistic data science scenario which you are 
prepared to argue warrants an exception to the informed consent rule.

● Flesh out the scenario (in writing) with enough detail to clearly describe:

○ The purpose of the study (or other type of intervention)
○ The data that is collected, how it is collected, from whom, and how it is stored
○ What (if anything) the people involved know about the study
○ The impact of the study on the experience of people involved, including the potential risk/harm
○ A well-reasoned justification for why the study/intervention is justified

● Remember: Make an ethical justification, not a legal or business case

This activity is graded. There are no right or wrong answers; what matters is that you show that you’re 
thinking. See: https://wiki.communitydata.cc/HCDS_(Fall_2017)/Assignments#Weekly_in-class_activities



Privacy expectations and 
violations



Privacy

● People have a right to privacy
● People have an expectation of privacy
● Traditionally understood as a property right
● We can see this in how data breaches are suppressed
● Researchers/commentators conclude “nobody cares about privacy”
● “If they did they wouldn’t make data public on OKC/Tinder/Facebook”



Privacy as a Property Right

● People think of privacy as around who “owns” data.
● You can see this in how breaches are suppressed:

○ Ashley Madison
○ OKCupid (more on that later)

● And how the law works:
○ Sexting
○ “revenge porn”

● Limitations:
○ Doesn’t map to how people actually work
○ Leads to misconceptions (“people don’t care about privacy”)
○ Property is theft



Privacy as Relationships

● Alternative theory: privacy as relationships
○ People care about privacy
○ Expectation is interpersonal, consent-based
○ We want to control the relationships our data is shared over

● Instead of “who owns this data?” researchers should ask:
○ “Who is a party to the relationship around this data?”
○ “How do they feel about it?”
○ “How do they feel about its reuse?”



Case Study: OKCupid

Alternate title: Better Living Through Not Being A Nazi





OKCupid breach

● Kirkegaard ran a web scraper over OKCupid profiles
● No consent. No notification. Released all the data for reuse.
● “It’s public information”
● Intended to use the data to “prove” eugenicist theories, including:

○ Religious people are stupid
○ People of colour are more criminal
○ ...people who commit criminal acts have smaller penises



OKCupid breach

● Setting aside the eugenics (what a sentence to write):
● What would “privacy as property” say?

○ It was public data
○ OKCupid can claim ToS ownership maybe
○ It is probably ethical

● What would “privacy as relationships” say?
○ Kirkegaard was not in the relationship the information was shared over
○ From an ethical perspective, whether it is “public” is of zero relevance



Privacy is Consent

● Public does not mean you can use it
● On your service does not mean you can use it
● Privacy is about relationships, thus consent, so use informed consent.



Where does that leave us?

● If privacy is about consent we run into the same issues as with informed 
consent

● Do users understand what can be done with data?
● Do researchers?



Inferred values

● Even ‘innocuous’ data isn’t necessarily innocuous
● Examples:

○ Tinder
○ Yopify

● Consent is about more than “what is the study”
○ What will the data be used for?
○ How will the data be stored to protect against other, downstream reuse?
○ This is where “human-centred” comes in.



Data correlation

● Seemingly innocent data, if it can be tied to other datasets, makes inference 
and deanonymisation even easier

● This violates consent and raises risk of harm
● If you put one dataset out there...you’re responsible
● Examples:

○ WA government
○ Netflix

● Secure your data



Anonymisation and 
Differential Privacy



Why to anonymise
● Anonymisation is, most of the time, a necessary prerequisite for consent

○ Protects against downstream reuse
○ Protects against inference
○ Avoids harm

● Makes data releases easier
● Anonymisation seeks to balance data usefulness with subject privacy



Anonymisation language
● Unique identifier: self-contained value that identifies a person
● Quasi-identifiers: not unique, but can identify if combined

○ "87% of the U.S. population is uniquely identified by date of birth, gender, 
postal code."

● Utility: how useful is the data to scientists?
● Privacy: how well is the data protected?



Strategies
● Suppression

○ Remove a field entirely (in one way or another)
○ High privacy value
○ Low utility value

● Generalisation
○ Generalise the field values
○ Low privacy value
○ Moderate utility value

● Pseudonymization
○ “Just use a UUID”
○ Look how well that worked for AOL



k-anonymity
● Metric for anonymity
● k is the smallest number of records with a matching permutation of values
● Example:

● k is 2 for the quasi-identifiers age and gender 

Age Gender Pregnant

20-30 Man Yes

20-30 Woman Yes

20-30 Man No

20-30 Woman Yes



Benefits
● Lots of implementations, sorta

○ sdcMicro in R
○ Nothing in Python, because Python is a garbage language with zero 

redeeming features*
● Simple to understand

*the neutrality of this slide is disputed, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:NPOVD



Drawbacks
● No randomisation - inference is still possible with outside information

○ If you know a particular woman was in the study
○ ...you know she’s definitely pregnant

● Does not work with high-dimensional data
○ Given 4 quasi-identifiers, you can identify people 95% of the time

● Can skew the data



l-diversity
● Refinement of k-anonymity to address “homogenity” attack
● A dataset is l-diverse if each sensitive attribute has l distinct values

●
● l is 2 for the sensitive value ‘pregnant’

Age Gender Pregnant

20-30 Man Yes

20-30 Woman Yes

20-30 Man No

20-30 Woman Yes

20-30 Woman No

20-30 Woman No



Benefits
● sdcMicro has it!
● Python still sucks
● Protects against some k-anonymity attacks



Drawbacks
● Weak for semantically similar data

○ “Stomach cancer” and “stomach ulcers” are distinct things
○ ...but if both appear in the same patient you know “they have stomach 

issues”
● Not every value within a sensitive field is equally sensitive

○ The presence of a globally-rare indicator, even if common within the 
dataset, can be telling



Summary
● Anonymisation techniques can be useful
● They are nowhere near perfect
● Evaluate alternate means of protecting your users first

○ Not publishing the data
○ Not collecting the data



Ethics in a corporate context
● Ethics barely exists within many corporate environments.
● Example: Wikimedia Foundation data policy
● Pros:

○ Transparent about what it collects
○ 90 day retention policy

● Cons:
○ If you use the site, you can be a research subject
○ You have to read the policy to know any of this
○ Can release data for science

● ...this is considered the gold standard of data policies+ethics



Ethics in a corporate context
● You will be your company’s ethicists

○ Take it seriously
○ Use what you learned here
○ Demand proper research principles
○ Treat user data as your data
○ Never forget your research subjects are people



Week 3 preview



Homework due next week
● Readings (read both, reflect on one)

○ Markham, Annette and Buchanan, Elizabeth. Ethical Decision-Making and Internet Researchers.

○ Barocas, Solan and Nissenbaum, Helen. Big Data's End Run around Anonymity and Consent.

● Additional (optional) readings that are especially good

○ Gray, Mary. When Science, Customer Service, and Human Subjects Research Collide. Now 
What?

○ Tene, Omer and Polonetsky, Jules. Privacy in the Age of Big Data.

○ Wittkower, D.E. Lurkers, creepers, and virtuous interactivity: From property rights to consent and 
care as a conceptual basis for privacy concerns and information ethics.

See: https://wiki.communitydata.cc/HCDS_(Fall_2017)#Week_2:_October_5



Homework NOT due next week 
(or ever)

● A1: Privacy and Anonymity

○ Couldn’t get the resources together in time. :/

○ You probably wouldn’t have liked the assignment anyway. >_<

○ Instead, we’ll have a 10-point assignment assigned next week, due week 4. Good news: It 
probably will be less work overall than the two assignments it combines. ^_^

See: https://wiki.communitydata.cc/HCDS_(Fall_2017)#Week_2:_October_5



Overview of assignment changes

● 6 assignments instead of 8

○ Data privacy assignment goes away

○ Auditing algorithms assignment becomes an in-class activity (week 5)

● More time between most assignment due dates

● Only A1 (assigned next week) worth 5 points, the rest are 10+

● Project-related deliverables now 35% of your total grade (from 30%)

See: https://wiki.communitydata.cc/HCDS_(Fall_2017)/Assignments



Next week’s topics
● Licensing and Terms of Use

● Attribution and data provenance

● Data cleaning and munging

● Archiving and documentation

● Replicability and reproducibility

● Intro to course Jupyter Hub

● Intro to Wikipedia: resource, community, and dataset

See: https://wiki.communitydata.cc/HCDS_(Fall_2017)#Week_3:_October_12



Questions?


